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Fade Into You
"A smart, charming teen romance." —Kirkus Reviews
After book blogger Vivian Galdi’s longtime crush
pretends their secret summer kissing sessions never
happened, Vivian creates a list of safe crushes,
determined to protect her heart. But nerd-hot Dallas,
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the sweet new guy in town, sends the mission and
Vivian’s zing meter into chaos. While designing
software for the bookstore where Vivian works, Dallas
wages a counter-mission. Operation Replacement
Crush is in full effect. And Dallas is determined to take
her heart off the shelf.

Rhythm of Love
Experience a red light district plagued by poverty and
violence, as Jamie weaves her own story of
overcoming sexual abuse, shyness, and judgmental
religion with the stories of those experiencing
homelessness and addiction. Challenging ideas about
God and people, inviting us to leave religion and
follow the Way of Love.

Interreligious Curriculum for Peace
Education in Nigeria
Delaney Mills is haunted by darkness. Not of a
spiritual kind, but a terrible past that all the rum in
the world cannot chase away. Enter Valentine King, a
sexy and irresistible man with connections to the
world of Voodoo--a world that Delaney is desperately
trying to break into. Chicago-native Delaney follows
her dissertation research all the way to the streets of
New Orleans. With King's help, she uncovers a covert
group called the Bondye Saints. The group wants to
remain a secret and will do whatever it takes to keep
the two quiet. But threats and attacks on her life don't
deter Delaney's desire to expose the Saints'
sins.While she's willing to risk her own life, Delaney
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hates that the one man who can chase away her
darkness is put in danger. But Valentine King refuses
to let her go. Because in his world built on faith,
Delaney Mills is the one thing he believes in.

Perfect Betrayal
Confronting Consumption
Chase Grayson has never been interested in having a
relationship that lasts longer than it takes for him and
his date to get dressed again. But then he stumbles
into a gray-eyed girl whose innocence pours off her,
and everything changes. From the minute Harper
opens her mouth to let him know just how much he
disgusts her, he's hooked. But a princess deserves a
Prince Charmingwho can make her dreams come true.
Not a guy who can turn her life into a nightmare. All
good intentions go out the window when Harper starts
to fall for the guy Chase has come to view as a
brother. He wanted to protect her by keeping her
away, but he can't stand to see her with anyone else,
and he'll do anything to make her his. But when it
comes down to Harper choosing between the two, will
Chase have the strength to step back from the girl
who has become his whole world if it means she's
happy? Lines will be crossed. Friendships will be put
tothe test. And hearts will be shattered.

Curriculum Connections Through the
Library
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Two years ago, the aliens made contact. Now Cara
Sweeney is going to be sharing a bathroom with one
of them. Handpicked to host the first-ever L''eihr
exchange student, Cara thinks her future is set. Not
only does she get a free ride to her dream college,
she''ll have inside information about the mysterious
L''eihrs that every journalist would kill for. Cara''s blog
following is about to skyrocket. Still, Cara isn''t sure
what to think when she meets Aelyx. Humans and
L''eihrs have nearly identical DNA, but cold,
infuriatingly brilliant Aelyx couldn''t seem more alien.
She''s certain about one thing though: no human boy
is this good-looking. But when Cara''s classmates get
swept up by anti-L''eihr paranoia, Midtown High
School suddenly isn''t safe anymore. Threatening
notes appear in Cara''s locker, and a police officer has
to escort her and Aelyx to class. Cara finds support in
the last person she expected. She realizes that Aelyx
isn''t just her only friend; she''s fallen hard for him.
But Aelyx has been hiding the truth about the purpose
of his exchange, and its potentially deadly
consequences. Soon Cara will be in for the fight of her
life—not just for herself and the boy she loves, but for
the future of her planet.

King Me
Obesity is considered a complex and multifactorial
disease. Its treatment, therefore, must also be
multimodal and tailored to meet the needs of each
patient. Obesity: Evaluation and Treatment Essentials
presents a wide spectrum of practical treatment
protocols for obesity including exercise,
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pharmacology, behavior modification, and dietary
factors,

Practicing Radical Honesty
"Blackmail Boyfriend is truly a wonderful novel so this
is definitely highly recommended for everyone!"
-Victoria, Revenge of the Feels Haley Patterson has
had a crush on golden boy Bryce Colton for ages. But
when she hears a rumor that he hooked up with her,
she gives him a choice: be her boyfriend for a month
to show other guys that she's dateable—despite her
overprotective and very intimidating brothers—or
deal with the angry, cage-fighting boyfriend of the girl
he actually did hook up with. Bryce didn't know the
other Haley even had a boyfriend. He was just trying
to get his ex off his back. And now, not only is he
being blackmailed, he's being blackmailed by an
honor student. He and his new “girlfriend” have zero
in common. She’swell, difficult. And different. Can
something so fake turn into something real?
Disclaimer: This Entangled Teen Crush book contains
one epic misunderstanding, two best friends’ flirtation
on the side, and three-legged dogs. Warning: do not
try this blackmail at home. Each book in the Boyfriend
Chronicles series is STANDALONE: * Blackmail
Boyfriend * The Boyfriend Bet * Boomerang Boyfriend

Obesity
The standard-setting classic just got better!
Completely revised and updated since the publication
of the sixth edition, Environmental Chemistry,
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Seventh Edition contains eight new chapters, with
significant emphasis on industrial ecology as it relates
to the emerging area of "green" chemistry. It also
discusses the concept of the anthrosphere as a
distinct sphere of the environment. The new chapters
in the Seventh Edition include: The Anthrosphere,
Industrial Ecosystems, and Environmental Chemistry
Principles of Industrial Ecology Industrial Ecology,
Resources, and Energy Industrial Ecology for Waste
Minimization, Utilization, and Treatment Chemical
Analysis of Water and Wastewater Chemical Analysis
of Wastes and Solids Air and Gas Analysis Chemical
Analysis of Biological Materials Xenobiotics Many
professionals in environmental chemistry today began
their studies with this definitive textbook. Now this
benchmark resource has even more to offer. It gives
your students a basic understanding of the science
and its applications. In addition to providing updated
materials in this rapidly developing field, the Seventh
Edition emphasizes the major concepts essential to
the practice of environmental chemistry at the
beginning of the new millennium.

Mindful Medical Practice
Essays that offer ecological, social, and political
perspectives on the problem of overconsumption.

Jane's Melody
This book will be an ally for teachers striving to ignite
a passion in their students for psychology's many
relevant findings, and for students wanting to satisfy
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a growing curiosity about themselves, their families,
their friends, and the world of people around them.

Polynesian Family System in Ka-U Hawaii
Angela Lavelle has been in love since third grade. A
heated argument over superheroes left her reeling in
the wake of Logan Sawyer and his charming, know-itall smile. After a lifetime in the same small town, this
art geek still feels invisible to the guy she knows is
destined for her. Finally, Angela is ready to give
destiny a shove. Logan Sawyer is adored by the whole
town, even taking a place next to his father as a
sheriff's deputy, with aspirations of becoming a
detective. When a certain redheaded waitress finally
catches his attention, he wonders how he's been so
blind to Angela hiding in plain sight. But there's the
mysterious circumstances of her father's death
tugging at Logan's detective instincts. Could Angela
be the one to break the case wide open? Or will their
secrets destroy any chance at a happily-ever-after?

The Psychology of Environmental
Problems
This classic book on Hawaiian families and culture is
an essential text for anyone interested in preAmerican Hawaii. The Polynesian Family System in
Ka-'U, Hawai'i is a collaboration of the distinguished
scholars Dr. Mary Puku and Dr. E.S. Craighill Handy. It
provides us with this fascinating review of traditional
Hawaiian life. Manners and customs relating to birth,
death, marriage, sexual practices, religious beliefs,
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and family relationship are all clearly described. The
main sources of information were elderly Hawaiian
informants of then remote Kacu district of the island
of Hawaii. This Hawaiian history and culture book
provides professional scholars and laymen a like with
an unrivaled picture of traditional Hawaiian society.
Based on original work in the field with living
Hawaiians, it combines research into the literature by
two authors of unusual qualifications with field work
conducted under unique circumstances. This edition
will be welcomed by librarians, anthropologists, and
indeed all who have a serious interest in Polynesian
life.

Classroom Connections
Educators have wrestled with the delineation of
important curriculum content for decades. What is
important, and how can the school library help?
Written by well-known educators and school
librarians, this new work--the second in the Principles
and Practice Series--explores educational principles
and research, and connects national curriculum
trends to current library practice. The book features
eleven chapters, illustrated throughout with tables
and figures. Each chapter explains major concepts
and standards involved with curriculum development,
instruction, and assessment, and presents real-life
examples of effective practice. An essential
compendium filled with research and best practice,
this volume provides important insight into the
underlying principles of successful teaching and
learning in the school library media center. Educators
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and library practitioners will gain a better
understanding of the library media center's pivotal
role and learn how best to empower students to
become independent and lifelong learners.

Thinking About Psychology
To the outside world, Taylor Hudson has it all: money,
beauty and social status. But Taylor's privileged life is
far lonelier than it appears. Now it's about to be
rocked to its core when a gorgeous new employee
shows up at her family's mansionbut nothing about
him is what it appears. Levi's always had to fight to
survive. Now, as the inside man on a heist to steal
fifteen million dollars from one of the town's
wealthiest families, he has the chance of a lifetime.
But it puts him on a crash course the one thing he
can't have: Taylor, a woman who makes him want the
impossible-to be a better man. What started out as a
wicked game of seduction is about to become so
much more. But are they both willing to give up
everything for the deepest connection they've ever
known?

Writing a Wrong
Blackmail Boyfriend
"Vitello presents an intriguing, believable portrait of
two young women caught up in events and
circumstances beyond their control, as well as a
painfully sympathetic portrayal of OCD.
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"—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY In this dazzling novel from
the author of THE MOMENT BEFORE, one courageous
girl seeks keys to the past to unlock the future…
When city girl Liz is banished to a rural goat farm on
the outskirts of Portland, the 15-year-old feels her life
spiraling out of control. She can’t connect to her
father or his young girlfriend, and past trauma adds to
her sense of upheaval. The only person who seems to
keep her sane is a troubled boy who is fighting his
own demons. But all of this changes in one historical
instant. One-hundred fifty years earlier, Elisabeth of
Bavaria has troubles of her own. Her childhood is
coming to a crashing end, and her destiny is written
in the form of a soothsaying locket that has the ability
to predict true love. But evil is afoot in the form of a
wicked enchantress who connives to wield the power
of the locket for her own destructive ends. When Liz
finds a timeworn diary, and within it a locket, she
discovers the secrets and desires of the young
Bavarian princess who will one day grow up to be the
legendary Empress of Austria. It is in the pages of the
diary that these two heroines will meet, and it is
through their interwoven story that Liz will discover
she has the power to rewrite history—including her
own Readers of books like Rachel Harris’s MY SUPER
SWEET SIXTEENTH CENTURY will love THE EMPRESS
CHRONICLES.

Filthy Marcellos: Legacy
The epic romance between an all-American beauty
and her Aussie continues in this final installment of
The Beauty Series.Jack McLachlan is fulfilled by more
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than he dared to dream possible. He finds everything
he never knew he wanted—or needed—in Laurelyn
Prescott, his last and final companion. Life is beautiful
with his beloved by his side but their post-wedded
bliss is cut short when his dark past springs into their
present happiness. He wants to shelter Laurelyn but
keeping her untainted by his previous life proves
impossible when yesterday's sins insist on returning
to haunt him. Will it be possible for them to find
happiness in their forever with a past like his?Beauty
From Love is an adult contemporary novel and is not
intended for younger readers due to mature content.

Sexual Selection Under Parental Choice
A Legacy Prequel filth·y (fĭl′thē) adj. filth·i·er, filth·i·est
1. Covered or smeared with filth; disgustingly dirty. 2.
Obscene or offensive. 3. Vile; dirty. adv. filth·y 1. To
an extreme and often disgusting extent. Newly
released from prison after serving a three-year term,
Johnathan Marcello just wants to get his head straight,
but he's the only one who believes he can do it.
Stepping into her mother's shoes is the very last thing
on Catherine Marcello's mind, but it's already too late
and she's got her own games to play. The spotlight
wasn't in Andino Marcello's plan, but the Capo might
not be given a choice when Cosa Nostra starts looking
for la famiglia's next boss.

Following Me
Wyatt Jennings has been called a lot of things by the
media. Bad-boy rocker. Intense drummer. Addict.
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Finally out of rehab and desperate for a fresh start,
Wyatt rejoins his mega-platinum rock band Shaken
Dirty as they prepare for their world tour. But Wyatt’s
demons are never far behind, always nipping at his
heels for one. More. Fix. Enter Poppy Germaine, the
band’s new social media consultant. A beautiful
bombshell who somehow manages to get underneath
Wyatt’s skin, Poppy’s an addiction Wyatt can get
behind. And even though she’s with the label—and
therefore off-limits—he craves her. Needs her. Except
Poppy isn’t actually a social media consultant. She’s
the daughter of the label’s CEO, sent undercover to
babysit Wyatt and keep him from falling off the
wagon again. Proving herself to her father is Poppy’s
only goal—until she finds herself in Wyatt’s bed. But if
Wyatt discovers the truth, it could send him spiraling
all over again Each book in the Shaken Dirty series is
STANDALONE: * Crash Into Me * Drive Me Crazy *
Fade Into You

Beloved Chaos
Parents often disagree with their children over their
choice of partner. Although the reasons may vary the
outcome is very often one of conflict – a conflict
peculiar to the human species. For the first time in
one volume, Sexual Selection under Parental Choice
employs an evolutionary perspective to understand
this conflict and explore its implications. Covering
recent developments in the field of evolutionary
psychology, Menelaos Apostolou reveals the extent of
parental attempts to control the mating decisions of
their offspring and investigates the qualities parents
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seek in prospective in-laws. Children’s attempt to
escape this control can lead to practices such as footbinding and clitoridectomy or, in postindustrial
societies, more subtle forms of coercion and
manipulation. Apostolou demonstrates that much of
human mating behavior has been shaped by parental
choice and that parents have a significant influence in
sexual selection: the traits they favour in their
children’s mates are selected and increase in
frequency in the population. Sexual Selection under
Parental Choice will be ideal reading for researchers
and advanced students of evolutionary,
developmental and social psychology, as well as other
related disciplines such as social anthropology,
sociology and the biological sciences.

Funny You Should Ask
What comes next, once your happily ever after has
been written? Real life. Nicole and Alec are doing their
best to live the HEA she's been dreaming for and
writing about in her books. The problem is she's been
coping with her newly achieved success as an author
and the responsibilities that are transitioning her
away from the introverted life she prefers. He's neck
deep in medical school and stuck at work almost
every waking hour. Something's got to give.
Sometimes, what looks like happily ever after from
the start can become something entirely different on
the other side. Finding time together can be a
challenge, but Nicole and Alec seem to have things
figured out. That is, until Nicole's publisher sends her
on an extended book tour for her upcoming release,
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putting an unexpected strain on their relationship.
When Alec begins hanging out with his ex, who also
happens to be the mother of his little girl, Nicole can't
help feeling that maybe her ever after is about to turn
into a never mind. Things turn from bad to worse
when Nicole is faced with what she perceives as
betrayal, leaving the door open to Greg, her new
public relations rep who is more than willing to offer
up a shoulder to dump her woes on. Betrayal can be a
two-way street and Nicole must now decide which
way the story goes from here. Writing a happily ever
after was so much easier than actually living one

The Summer People
Presents a translation of the poet's third version of
the text

Cultural and Contextual Perspectives on
Developmental Risk and Well-Being
There is a certain perception from the outside that the
publishing industry is a near insurmountable fortress,
with gatekeepers and naysayers manning the turrets
looking for any way to fire a flaming arrow at the
dreams of an aspiring writer. Funny You Should Ask,
based on the popular Writer's Digest column of the
same name, assists to deconstruct, inform, and
illuminate the path to publication and beyond, all
while dispelling the rumor that those in the industry
are better than thou. And even though each writer's
publishing journey is like a game of PLINKO--you can
drop the chip in the same slot every time and get a
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different result--there are still common constructs and
confusions that can be shared and explored together
in order to help inform all writers. From understanding
the nuts and bolts of a query letter, to learning how to
process the soul-searing envy of watching someone
else's career flourish, to how to talk to your editor,
veteran literary agent Barbara Poelle covers the
approach and execution of the common and
uncommon bumps along the traditional publishing
path. Includes • More than 100 questions answered
including expanded answers to topics that didn't get
the full treatment in a column • Writing exercises,
submission checklists, and publishing BINGO for every
publishing milestone

The Replacement Crush
A contemporary look at domestic violence and the toll
it takes on one girl's life as she finds love and hope in
a new city from USA Today bestselling author K.A.
Linde… I didn’t have a game plan when I decided to
leave St. Louis on a Chicago-bound train for the
summer. Just a reason. One I couldn’t share with
anyone. Not Hadley, my best friend from college, who
lets me stay in the guest bedroom with no questions
asked. Or Hadley’s boyfriend Garrett who befriends
me when I have no one else to turn to. Or Brennan,
the local bartender, who I finds myself falling head
over heels for. Desperate to hide, I’m plunged into a
new life in the city. Everyone around me starts to
reveal sides of themselves I never expected. And just
when I starts to get comfortable, I find that my past
just won’t stop…following me.
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Environmental Chemistry, Seventh
Edition
Kat Percel is on the run. Faced with an impossible
choice - go to jail for a crime she didn't commit or
leave everything behind and start over - she becomes
a fugitive, flitting from town to town with nothing but
the clothes on her back. Until she meets a man who
literally stops her in her tracks. That man's a moviestar handsome bounty hunter, but behind his chiseled
jaw and cool demeanor, he has his own secrets and
no matter how pretty and vulnerable his prey seems,
he couldn't care less whether Kat is actually guilty or
innocent. When she's taken into custody by her hunky
captor, she's forced to travel back home to Texas with
him. But Kat is not the cold, hardened fugitive he
expected, and as they drive across the country
together, neither of them can deny the spark between
them. Kat is more than just a job, but what future can
a bounty hunter have with a girl who's running from
the law?

The Empress Chronicles
Anger and lies can lead to destruction, but passion
and control can lead to love. Harrison I met my soul
mate, but she's married to someone else. Every fiber
of my being screams she belongs to me. He saved
her, but he doesn't deserve her. If I'm being honest,
neither do I. Brooklyn I didn't know I was settling until
he showed me what I was missing. He promised to
maintain control, but I pushed him and he destroyed
us both. Now I know what I need, but am I what he
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wants. Harrison's anger and Brooklyn's lies push them
both toward destruction. Can passion and control
SALVAGE their love? Salvage Him is a passionate
romance with BDSM elements by Sydney Aaliyah
Michelle. If you like a strong alpha male, scorching
sex scenes and a connection that makes your heart
and body quiver, then you'll love Sydney Aaliyah
Michelle's latest stand alone HEA romance. Pick up
Salvage Him and read how Harrison and Brooklyn find
each other today! Salvage Him contains explicit
scenes of a sexual nature and is not suitable for
readers under 18 years of age.

Beautiful Addictions
Nigeria, a country under a military regime for several
years, transitioned to a civilian regime in May 1999.
Since this change, violent conflicts between Christians
and Muslims have continued to erupt. They constitute
one of the gravest dangers facing Nigeria, a country
with a population of 189 million people. What have
Nigerian religious leaders done about this situation,
especially in educational circles? Have they received
formal educational training to understand the causes
of this violence and especially how to provide
alternatives for more peaceful relations within
Nigeria? Does the current educational system in
Nigeria provide the main ingredients for the
promotion of a culture of peace? The absence and
neglect of interreligious peace education as part of a
peace education core program and the lack of an
interreligious curriculum for peace education in the
training of religious leaders are the two problems
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contributing towards the lack of effectiveness of
religious leaders in promoting less violent and more
peaceful living. The solution to the problem is
proposed in this book entitled Interreligious
Curriculum for Peace Education in Nigeria. The book
develops a one-year curriculum, building on Yoruba,
Islamic & Christian conceptions of peace, and teaches
how to create safe, caring, spiritual, peaceful and
successful interfaith relationships between all
Nigerian religious communities. In the long term, the
book helps to educate religious leaders to contribute,
in themselves and with the help of their respective
religious communities, to reducing the growing
religious violence in Nigeria.

Beauty from Love
In her early 40's, Nadine found herself to be a newly
successful entrepreneur, and simultaneously, the
mother of a heroin addict. This plunged her into an
unexpected journey she could have never imagined.
This is a book about finding hope in the midst of the
struggles and then solidifying that hope through
delivering hope to others.

The Write Stuff
This book is about being mindful in clinical practice
and how mindfulness enhances the quality of patient
care while adding depth and meaning to a clinicians’
work. Chapters include narratives from clinicians who
consciously apply mindfulness in real life settings.
Authors from various settings provide examples that
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capture how emergent mindfulness is. Mindful
Medical Practice demonstrates to physicians,
residents and students how mindfulness enriches
both their practices and lives.

William Langland's "Piers Plowman"
Companion Animals and Domestic
Violence
Providing insight into developmental well-being, this
volume examines outcomes of various types of risk in
relation to culture and context.

Fearless and Falling
From USA Today bestselling author Tiffany
KingTwenty-two-year-old historical romance writer
Nicole Blake, or N.S. Blake to her readers, hasn't
taken an official poll, mind you, but she is convinced
she may be the only romance author on the planet
who is still a card-carrying member of the virgin
club.Not that she hasn't tried to end her membership.
Life just keeps finding pesky ways to interfere. With
no prospects on the horizon, Nicole begins to feel like
the closest she will ever get to experiencing a man is
within her own stories.Opportunity presents itself in
the form of hot-as-sin-on-a-lollipop-stick
bartender/premed student Alec Petropoulos, who
agrees to be the cover model for her upcoming book.
Sparks fly instantly between them, and Nicole begins
to entertain the possibility that she's finally found the
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right guy to hand over her tattered V-card. Alec has
all the makings for a perfect one-night-stand
candidate except, much to Nicole's surprise, he
seems to be the only man in existence not interested
in bagging a virgin.Stuck between a rock and a
stubborn male, what's a virgin to do? Seduce him, of
course. How hard could it be? If it works for the
characters in her stories, why wouldn't it work for her?
After all, what happens under the coverstays under
the cover.Praise for the works of Tiffany King The
Write Stuff--"Smart, snarky, sexy and fun. I couldn't
get enough of this heartfelt contemporary romance. I
laughed, I cried, and I loved it to pieces!"--Amazon
bestselling author Melissa
BrownMisunderstandings--"A beautifully woven story
of a love that can withstand anything."--New York
Times bestselling author Molly McAdams
Misunderstandings--"Funny, real, moving and
passionate, Misunderstandings is a MUST-READ for
New Adult contemporary romance fans."--New York
Times bestselling author Samantha Young
Misunderstandings--"Sweet and sexy! Great
characters and an intriguing romanceSo good!"--New
York Times bestselling author Cora Carmack No
Attachments--"Super sweet and swoon-worthy!"--#1
New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout

Held Against You
In this book, Nik Taylor and Heather Fraser consider
how we might better understand human-animal
companionship in the context of domestic violence.
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The authors advocate an intersectional feminist
understanding, drawing on a variety of data from
numerous projects they have conducted with people,
about their companion animals and links between
domestic violence and animal abuse, arguing for a
new understanding that enables animals to be
constituted as victims of domestic violence in their
own right. The chapters analyse the mutual, loving
connections that can be formed across species, and in
households where there is domestic violence.
Companion Animals and Domestic Violence also
speaks to the potentially soothing, healing and
recovery oriented aspects of human-companion
animal relationships before, during and after the
violence, and will be of interest to various academic
disciplines including social work, anthropology,
sociology, philosophy, geography, as well as to
professionals working in domestic violence or animal
welfare service provision.

Salvage Him
A revision of Winter's Ecological Psychology (1996),
this book applies psychological theory and research to
environmental problems. After outlining current
environmental difficulties, the authors demonstrate
how 6 major approaches in psychology (social
psychological, psychoanalytic, behavioral,
physiological, cognitive, and holistic) can be applied
to environmental problems. The authors demonstrate
why it is critical to address environmental threats
now, and offer ideas on how psychological principles
can contribute to building a sustainable culture.
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Personal examples engage the reader and provide
suggestions for changing behavior and political
structures. Reorganized and updated throughout, the
second edition features a new chapter on
neuropsychological and health issues and a list of key
concepts in each chapter. Cartoons and humorous
analogies add a light touch to the book's serious
message. Written for psychology and environmental
studies students, the book is an excellent teaching
tool in courses on environmental, conservation, or
ecological issues, found in departments of
psychology, sociology, environmental science, and
biology. It will also appeal to anyone interested in
psychology's potential contributions to mounting
ecological difficulties.

Alienated
“Inspired by true life incidents.” Everyone has a heart,
an organ which pumps blood. For most heads, it beats
72 times a minute but for a very few, it beats, beats
and beats, the count becomes meaningless the
moment you feel the ‘Rhythm is not yours’. You are
mesmerized!!! And when I say you cannot die at will. I
mean it. God decides your day. Dorji is in love with
Angel. Destiny writes their fate to meet in college.
Dorji is ready to take his chances but when chances
are for glances, you deserve to be in trouble. This is
the story of Dorji - a warrior. This is his journey of
falling in love and adoring love intricately entwining
college, friendship, drugs and passion for love. Will
Dorji succeed in his quest for Angel? Can honest
endeavour unfold the path to glory and the difference
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between loving and being loved? Will his dream meet
his desires? This is a story from ‘The Land of Thunder
Dragon’ Bhutan. The chase of Dorji is on, Lub Dub,
Lub Dub!!!

The Road to Avalon
In post-Roman Britain, Arthur, only heir to the throne,
falls madly in love with his half-aunt Morgan and is
confronted with a torturous decision--choosing
between a kingdom and his only love.

HOPE DEALERS
Josie Banks is a girl without a past. After being found
unconscious with no memory, she was shuffled in and
out of foster homes where she suffered years of
abuse. An experience that left her broken, damaged,
and clinging to drugs and meaningless hook-ups to
numb her pain. When Josie disappeared years ago,
she took a piece of Tristan with her. She's the girl he
thought he lost forever—the one he's never been able
to forget. Now a twist of fate has brought them back
together, and he never wants to let her out of his
inked arms again. But Tristan is haunted by a dark
past of his own. On the run from ruthless criminals
that shattered Josie's world years ago, reentering her
life puts them both in danger. As Josie and Tristan's
lives become tangled once again, they find
themselves unwilling and unable to escape the
relentless pull that draws them together. But in
Season Vining's Beautiful Addictions, will the past
leave their love in ruins—or bind them together for a
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lifetime?

Stealing Harper
Clinical Botanical Medicine
"A grieving mother must decide what boundaries
she's willing to cross for true love when she takes in
her dead daughter's young boyfriend, a struggling
street musician, and finds herself falling for him."--P.
[4] of cover.
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